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Abstract
We present fundamentals of an approach to object-oriented specification of distrib-
uted information systems. We do not assume global time for concurrent object sys-
tems. For specifying those systems we proposeDtl, a distributed temporal logic.
The main contribution is thatDtl is capable of specifying complex constraints about
the behavior of distributed systems and communication between concurrent objects.
For instance, we distinguish different kinds of synchronous communication such as
immediate calling vs. deferred calling. The ideas are illustrated by examples given
in Troll, a formal object-oriented specification language. We introduce notations
for formally specifying object-based distributed systems. Finally, we briefly explain
howDtl is semantically explained in terms of a true concurrent model, i.e., labelled
event structures, and which concepts for in-the-large specification are covered by our
approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Most of the work currently done in the field of distributed systems is about networks
of processors. Questions concerning hardware, process communication, distributed
operating systems, etc. are investigated. Concurrency comes along with distribution.
We assume that units of distribution are understood as granules of concurrent behav-
ior. There is a bunch of mathematical models for concurrent processes such as petri
nets, event structures, and transition systems together with process logics such as
temporal logics or Hennessy-Milner-Logik. Process languages (e.g. CSP or CCS) as
well as programming languages (e.g. OCCAM or UNITY) arose from these efforts.

We adopt an object-oriented approach to system specification. Object-oriented
concepts are already widely accepted for software programming. Recently object-
oriented concepts take the step into early design phases of software systems includ-
ing analysis and specification. A sound theoretical underpinning is necessary to deal
with design issues such as verification, refinement, model checking, etc. Event struc-
tures and temporal logics are used as semantical framework in this paper.

We present fundamentals of an approach to specifying distributed information sys-
tems. A system is modeled as an interacting collection of sequential objects that
operate concurrently. The approach combines ideas from algebraic data type speci-
fication, conceptual modeling, database design, behavior modeling, specification of
reactive systems, and concurrency theory.

A specification language namedTroll is being developed that is based on these
ideas.Troll is a language especially designed for being used in early phases of
information system design. The description of static and dynamic features is inte-
grated in object descriptions. Theses object descriptions are the basic building blocks
of system specifications.Troll supports different abstractions, such as classes, in-
heritance, static and dynamic specialization, composition, etc. The latest published
version is (Jungclauset al. 1995). A new version, still under development, empha-
sizes distribution and concurrency (Hartel 1996).

In this paper, we elaborate on distribution ideas that are being discussed for in-
clusion in the nextTroll version. The emphasis here is on theoretical foundations
rather than language features. We illustrate our ideas by example using ad-hoc nota-
tions.

For specifying concurrent object behavior, we envisage to useDtl, a distributed
temporal logic that is an extension of linear temporal logic.Dtl is based onn-agent
logic (Lodayaet al. 1992). Interpretation structures are locally sequential labelled
event structures. Objects correspond to sequential substructures. Synchronous and
symmetric “handshake” communication is modelled by letting the sequential sub-
structures overlap at shared events. So we have local linear times within objects and
synchronization points shared by objects. There is no global time.

The distinguishing feature of this model is that it expresses non-interleaving con-
currency while the logic does not explicitly talk about concurrency: we are still close
to linear temporal logic with the added possibility of “talking about other objects”.



This is achieved by specifying from the local viewpoints of objects in the system,
not that of an external observer with a bird’s view of the system.

There are some similarities to the approaches of TLA (Abadiet al. 1995) a tem-
poral logic of actions to specify concurrent systems, and CTR (Bonneret al. 1996)
a concurrent transaction logic in which communication is specifiable. In contrast to
TLA and to CTR our models are true concurrent models whereas TLA is based on
a sequential model and CTR also uses an interleaving model. We use event struc-
tures as models. Using them means that we do not assume interleaving semantics.
This model implies that we do not have global time nor global space, i.e., shared
data. Thus, the way of describing the properties of an open distributed system, e.g.
global constraints such as behaviour relations between concurrent objects, is done
by communication.

Abadi and Lamport use so called assumption/guarantee specifications which as-
sert that the system provides a guarantee if its environment satisfies an assumption.
We only use the communication principle to specify the behavior of concurrent sys-
tems. Another difference to their approach is that they are concerned with proving
implementation relations between specifications. One of their main issue is to rea-
son about composition of assumption/guarantee specifications. Since our approach
is purely based on communication, we will face different problems. It is subject to
future work to see how we can deal with implementation problems mentioned in
(Abadiet al. 1995).

The approach of Bonner and Kifer differs from our in the sense that they spec-
ify several concurrent processes which synchronize on a common database. Our ap-
proach uses the concept of objects to encapsulate data. Thus, we do not have a central
data space on which all processes have to synchronize. Their approach is similar to
ours in the respect that they also specify behavior locally to processes, but the pro-
gramming paradigm of CTR differs from the one that is induced by using distributed
temporal logics as the basis for object-oriented languages.

Among other approaches to developing object specification languages with a sound
theoretical basis,MAUDE (Meseguer 1993, Clavelet al. 1996) also deals with con-
currency. It is based on rewriting logic (Meseguer 1992) that is a uniform model of
concurrency.Gnome (Sernadaset al. 1994) is based on temporal logic, it is most
closely related toTroll although the semantics is not capable of expressing non-
interleaving concurrency.

The paper is organized as follows: In the following section we examine the is-
sues that arise in the specification of distributed systems. In particular, we discuss
different kinds of synchronous communication in distributed systems by means of
examples. Our examples are given inTroll, a formal object-oriented specification
language. In Section 3 we propose a linear time temporal logic (Dtl) which can deal
with distribution. We show howDtl can be used to give semantics toTroll speci-
fications. This is done by translating language features to temporal formulas. Thus,
Troll only provides a convenient way of temporal specification. In Section 4 we
briefly describe event structure semantics, and in Section 5 we mention the expres-



sive power of our approach since it incorporates different in-the-large concepts for
specification. We conclude with a summary and future work.

2 BASIC LANGUAGE CONCEPTS

We demonstrate basic specification concepts by means of a toy example, using an ad-
hoc notation in the spirit ofTroll. Some language features for specifying distributed
systems have been proposed in Hartel (1996).

Example 1 (BankWorld) We have object classesAccount andBank. moneyis a
predefined data type,data typeacct# = [100..999] is a user-defined data type.

An account has an attributebalance and actionsopen, close, credit(nat) anddebit(nat). * and+ express that the actions may only occur at the beginning or at
the end of a life cycle, respectively. The behavior of an object is specified separately
from the signature. The effects of actions are specified indo-od clauses. Precondi-
tions for actions are specified inonlyIf clauses.

object class Account
attributesbalance: nat initialized 0;
actions

* open;credit(money);debit(money);
+ close;

behaviorcredit(m) do balance:=balance+m od;debit(m)
onlyIf balance>=m
do balance:= balance-m od;

end

A bank has afounder as attribute of typestring which will be set when it is cre-
ated. The founder is aconstantattribute. Thus, it cannot be changed during the life
of a bank object. A bank is a complex object with accounts as components that are
identified by account numbers.transfer(m,from,to,at) is an action for trans-
ferring an amountm of moneyfrom a local accountto an account at another bank
with bank code numberat. Bank code number is a user-defined data type:data typebankCode# = [1..9].receive(m,from,at,to) is an action for receiving an amountm from an ac-
countat bankto a local account. The receiver bank acknowledges the receipt of
money (acknowledge(m,from,at,to)) and the sender bank receives the acknowl-
edgement (receiveAckn(m,from,to,at)).

The two banks involved in a transfer operate concurrently. We will come back to
distribution issues in the context ofBankWorld.



object class Bank
attributesfounder:string constant;

componentsAccs(acct#):Account;
actions

* establish(founder:string);transfer(m:money,from:acct#,to:acct#,at:bankCode#);receive(m:money,from:acct#,at:bankCode#,to:acct#);acknowledge(m:money,from:acct#,at:bankCode#,to:acct#);receiveAckn(m:money,from:acct#,to:acct#,at:bankCode#);
+ liquidate;

behaviorestablish(f) do founder:=f od;transfer(m,from,to,at) do Accs(from).debit(m) od;receive(m,from,at,to)
do eventuallyAccs(to).credit(m),

next acknowledge(m,from,at,to) od;
constraintstransfer(m,from,to,at) and transfer(m,from,to2,at2)

implies (to=to2 and at=at2);transfer(m,from,to,at) implies ( not transfer(m,from,to,at)
until receiveAckn(m,from,to,at));receive(m,from,at,to) implies (Accs(to).credit(m)
before Accs(x).debit(n));

end

The behavior specification says that if atransfer happens then the money will be
debited in the same step. Thus, the bank communicates with its component. If money
is received then it will eventually be put on the appropriate account and the receipt
will be acknowledged in the next step.

Furthermore, there are three constraints ensuring correct transaction management:
(1) there must not be two different transfers of the same amount from the same ac-
count at the same time, and (2) as long as receipt of a transfer is not acknowledged,
the same amount may not be transferred from the same account to the same account,
and (3) as long as an account is not credited no other account may be debited. The
first constraint ensures that no debit is lost, and the second constraint ensures that
every transfer is acknowledged. The last constraint ensures that money which has
been received will be credited before any other account will be debited. All con-
straints are implicitly universally quantified and all temporal operators are implicitly
bound to bankself. In more detail, the second constraint says that the same transfer
in self is forbiddenuntil the acknowledgement has been received so thatself is
sure that bankat has received the money. The meaning of the temporaluntil opera-
tor ensures that the acknowledgement must eventually happen, soat must eventually
have received the money.

In the example, object classes are specified as generic structure and behavior tem-
plates of objects of the same type. Instances of object classes are called objects.



Objects are concurrently put together to form a distributed system.Troll offers a
way to specify concurrent objects in anobject system. After declaring all data types
and object classes, the possibleobjectsof the described world are defined. Theob-
jectsconstruct provides a setId of object identities.BankWorld consists of several
concurrently existingBanks. These are distinguished by bank code number. Each
bank object is a complex object composed of several accounts.

object systemBankWorld
data typeacct# ...; bankCode# ...;
object classAccount ... end;
object classBank ... end;
objects Banks(nr:bankCode#): Bank;
behavior ...

end

Dynamic creation and abortion of objects is treated by* and+ actions. So we have
a fixed set of “possible” objects while there is a time-varying subset of “actual”
objects.

We distinguish between sequential and concurrent objects. Objects are understood
as sequential units, even if they are composed. E.g. a bank consisting of several ac-
counts is semantically modelled as a sequential process. Though in each step dif-
ferent accounts may perform actions, the overall behavior of a bank is a sequential
process. Furthermore, there is communication between the components of the com-
posed object as well as between the compound object and its components. For ex-
ample, a bank communicates with an account while transferring money by debiting
the account. In our model communication is synchronous. The mentioned example
will be reflected in the model by a sequence of actions where in one step both actions
(transfer anddebit) happen. Due to the underlying sequential model this kind of
communication can be described using linear temporal logics. In a distributed system
we need new description techniques for communication.

Different objects are concurrently put together to form a distributed system. For
example the banks ofBankWorld behave concurrently. Going from sequential ob-
jects to concurrent systems opens new possibilities. For instance, assume there is a
system requirement that can only be fulfilled if different actions from various con-
current objects are executed. Since in our model there is no global observer we can
only assure such a requirement by communicating the execution of the correspond-
ing actions among the objects which are incorporated. But such an approach leaves
freedom for two parameters: the communication point between the objects and the
execution time of the actions they are asked for. To formalize such requirements we
need a formalism which does not demands global view. For this purpose we will
introduceDtl in the following section. Before doing so we will illustrate communi-
cation in distributed systems by means of examples.

For instance, given two banksBanks(1) and Banks(2) and a transfer actionBanks(1).transfer(m,x,y,Banks(2)). We want to specify that the transferred
money will be received, i.e.,Banks(2).receive(m,x,Banks(1),y)happens. As-
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Figure 1 Possible synchronous communication schemas between concurrent ob-
jects

suming synchronous communication there are four possibilities to fulfill the require-
ment thatBanks(1) is sure thatBanks(2) received the money:

1. The banks meet and perform the corresponding actions together. This corresponds
to synchronous communication in sequential systems. In other words, the transfer
action ofBanks(1) immediately calls Banks(2) and the latterimmediately
executes the receive action.

2. The meeting point betweenBanks(1) andBanks(2) is somewhere in-between
the states where the actionstransfer(...) andreceive(...), respectively,
are executed. This corresponds to adeferred calling fromBanks(1) toBanks(2)
and adeferred execution of both actions.

3. WhenBanks(1) transfers the money itimmediately calls Banks(2) to get the
information that the latter will receive the money sometime in the future (de-
ferred execution). This is a special case of 2 where the communication point
coincides with the execution ofBanks(1).transfer(...). The called actionBanks(2).receive(...)will be executed later.

4. Another special case of 2 is that the communication point coincides with the ex-
ecution of the called action, i.e.,deferred calling and immediate execution.
Sometime after transferring the moneyBanks(1) contactsBanks(2) which is
currently receiving the money.

These possibilities are illustrated in Figure 1. Object states are depicted by circles put
in sequence by connecting lines, and communication points are depicted by shared
states.

Therefore, we have four possible communication structures between concurrent
objects. Communication in a sequential object is always immediate. Appropriate
language features are still under development, but a possible description is given
below.



object systemBankWorld...
objects Banks(nr:bankCode#): Bank;
communicationBanks(snd)->Banks(rcv):transfer(m,from,to,rcv) >> receive(m,from,snd,to)transfer(m,from,to,rcv) >F> eventually receive(m,from,snd,to)transfer(m,from,to,rcv) >> eventually receive(m,from,snd,to)transfer(m,from,to,rcv) >F> receive(m,from,snd,to)Banks(rcv)->Banks(snd):acknowledge(m,from,snd,to) >F> receiveAckn(m,from,to,rcv)

end

The first part of the communication refers to the objects involved, i.e., directed syn-
chronous communication betweenBanks(snd) andBanks(rcv).

The second part concerns the actions involved and the kind of communication:
immediate communication (>>) or deferred communication. For deferred communi-
cation there is the choice between>X>, i.e., communication in the next state, or>F>,
i.e., communication in some following state. Moreover, either the called action is
immediately executed when the communication takes place or the action is executed
in the next (next) or some following state (eventually).

The last communication axiom says that the acknowledgement given by the re-
ceiving bank will sometime be received by the sender bank. The communication
will be at the time of receipt.

The focus of our work is on mathematical foundations of distributed specifica-
tions. Thus, in the following section we will propose a distributed temporal logic
(Dtl) in which situations like the one given above can be formulated. An appropri-
ate logic must be able to express formulae from the viewpoint of different objects.
We show how the given bank example is translated into logical terms usingDtl.
The general idea is thatTroll only provides a convenient way of specification. Se-
mantically,Troll specifications are treated by translation toDtl. Thus, one can use
Troll as a language tool for temporal system specification. In the following section
we will present how differentTroll features are translated toDtl. Because of lack
of space we only illustrate the translation in terms of our example. The full semantics
of Troll is presented in Hartel (1996). The expresiveness of the current language
Troll is much more restrictive than of the underlying logics. This is due to the fact
thatTroll is also used in a real-size case study (Kroneet al. 1996) where intuitive
understanding and executability of specification is of great importance.

In our example we focussed on features for specifying distributed, interacting ob-
ject systems.Troll offers also in-the-large features like inheritance, generalization,
etc. We briefly mention these issues in section 5.



3 DTL SPECIFICATION

Let6 = (S,�) be a data signature whereS is a set of sorts and� is an S∗ × S-
indexed set family of operation symbols. ATroll specification determines structural
as well as behavioural aspects of the system. An in-the-smallTroll system specifi-
cation is formalized as a pairSysSpec= (6I ,8). 6I = (Id,At,Ac) is a signature
covering all structural aspects, consisting of a setId of identities, anId × S-indexed
set familyAt = {Ati,s}i∈Id,s∈S of attribute symbols, and anId-indexed set family
Ac = {Aci }i∈Id of action symbols. Without loss of generality we assume that actions
do not have parameter.8 = {8i }i∈Id is anId-indexed set family ofDtl formulae.
A detailed construction of6I from a givenTroll specification is given in Ehrichet
al. (1995).

Example 2 (BankWorld signature) Let Banks(1), Banks(2), ... be banks.
Let 100, 101, ... be account numbers. The instance signature of the bank spec-
ification is6I = (Id,At,Ac), whereId = {Banks(1), Banks(2), . . . }, and forj,k = 1,2, ..., we have

• AtBanks(j),string = {Banks(j).founder},
• AtBanks(j),money= {Banks(j).Accs(100).balance,Banks(j).Accs(101).balance, ... },
• AcBanks(j) = {Banks(j).establish,Banks(j).transfer(50,100,999,Banks(k)), ... ,Banks(j).receiveAckn(50,100,999,Banks(k)), ... ,Banks(j).Accs(100).debit(50), ... }.

The attributes and actions of the components of the bank, i.e., its accounts, are im-
ported in the signature ofBanks(j).

TheDtl formulae8 = {8i }i∈Id are obtained by translating corresponding lan-
guage fragments: initialization declarations, action effects and preconditions, syn-
chronization axioms, constraints, etc.

Before we introduceDtl we start with a simpler logic, a basic distributed tempo-
ral logic DtlB, in which immediate calling and execution can be treated easily. We
illustrate by example how to translate the sequential part of our example as well as
immediate communication toDtlB formulae. Afterwards we defineDtl in which
immediate as well as deferred calling and execution, respectively, can be formalized
appropriately. ButDtl is not more expressive thanDtlB in the sense that everyDtl

formula can be translated to aDtlB formula introducing further communication
actions (Ehrichet al. 1997).Dtl is only more convenient for specifying distrib-
uted systems. Wrt communicationDtlB corresponds to the actualTroll version.
There communication is expressed by directly defining the actions on which objects
synchronise. InDtl it is possible to define deferred communication and execution,
among others.DtlB is defined as follows:

DtlB ::= {DtlB
i }i∈Id ,

DtlB
i ::= i .H i

b | i .Ci
b,



H i
b ::= Atom | (H i

b ⇒ H i
b) | (H i

b U H i
b) | (H i

b S H i
b),

Atom ::= false| T6 θ T6 | AT6 θ T6 | �AC | ⊙AC,

Ci
b ::= . . . | (Ci ⇒ j .C j ) | . . . for i , j ∈ Id, j 6= i .

Basic distributed temporal logic is split into the localhome-logic i .H i
b of object

i and the communication logici .Ci
b. The local home logic is a propositional linear

time temporal logic. An atom is a boolean constant, a pair of data terms, an attribut-
data term pair, or a predicate on an action expressing that an action is enabled (�a)
or has occurrred (⊙a). T6, AT6 and AC denote data, attribute and action terms,
respectively;θ denotes a comparison operator like=,≤, . . . . U andS are the tem-
poral operatorsuntil andsince. The other temporal operators can be derived from
these, for instanceX ϕ = false U ϕ for next, F ϕ = ϕ ∨ true U ϕ for some-
time in the future, ϕ P+ ψ = ¬((¬ ϕ) U◦ ψ) for before, G ϕ = ¬(F(¬ ϕ)) for
always, P ϕ = ϕ ∨ true S ϕ for sometime in the past, etc. (cf. (Ehrich 1996) for
details). LetCi be communication predicates of object i∈ Id, e.g.⊙ a, ⊲ b ∧ ⊙ a.
The communication logici .Ci

b can express immediate communication. For instance,
i .(⊙a ⇒ j .⊙ b) is a communication formula that means that whenevera happens in
objecti it immediately synchronizes with objectj which will performb.

The following example shows how some of the relevant specification fragments
of the object classesBank andAccount in example 1 are expressed inDtlB.

Example 3 (BankWorld axioms) Referring to the signature6I given in example
2, let Banks(1) be an instance of classBank. Local formulae of objectBanks(1)
have the formBanks(1).(ϕ), whereϕ is a home- or a communication formula. We
omit the local identity and give in the following onlyϕ to increase readability. From
the class specifications in example 1, we obtain the following formulae in8Banks(1).

initialization:
The first axiom translates theinitializedstatement inobject classAccount. The sec-
ond axiom corresponds to the effect of the birth actionestablish:
⊙Banks(1).Accs(acct#).open⇒ Banks(1).Accs(acc#).balance= 0,

⊙Banks(1).establish(f)⇒ Banks(1).founder = f.

constant attributes:
After a founder has been set he/she will remain unchanged for the rest of the bank’s
life:
Banks(1).founder= f⇒(G Banks(1).founder = f U ⊙Banks(1).liquidate).

effects of actions:
Specifying effects of actions requires to refer to attribute values in the state before
the action was executed:
(⊙Banks(1).Accs(from).debit(m)∧ Y Banks(1).Accs(from).balance= b)

⇒ Banks(1).Accs(from).balance= b− m.

preconditions of actions:
⊙Banks(1).Accs(from).debit(m)⇒ Banks(1).Accs(from).balance>= m.



constraints:
Constraints are mainly translated one to one from the specification, e.g.
⊙Banks(1).receive(m,from,to,at)⇒

⊙ Banks(1).Accs(from).credit(m) P+ ⊙Banks(1).Accs(x).debit(n).

immediate communication:
We have to distinguish between immediate and deferred communication. Immedi-
ate communication between concurrent objects can easily be formalized withDtlB.
Deferred communcation will be illustrated after introducingDtl. The following for-
mula corresponds to the first possibility given in Figure 1.
⊙Banks(1).transfer(m,x,y,z)⇒ ⊙Banks(2).receive(m,x,Banks(1),y).

We introduceDtl to express deferred kinds of communication.Dtl is defined as
follows. We concentrate on the propositional fragment:

Dtl::= {Dtl
i }i∈Id ,

Dtl
i ::= i .H i ,

H i ::= Atom | (H i ⇒ H i ) | (H i U H i ) | (H i S H i ) | Ci ,

Atom ::= false| T6 θ T6 | AT6 θ T6 | �AC | ⊙AC,

Ci ::= . . . | Dtl
j | . . . for i , j ∈ Id, j 6= i .

The main difference toDtlB is the possibility of arbitrarily changing the viewpoint
between concurrent objects in a formula. Change of viewpoint implies that commu-
nication takes place. For instance,i .(⊙a ⇒ F j .(⊙b))means that whenever objecti
executesa it will sometime in the future meet objectj (deferred calling) and objectj
will executeb at the meeting point (immediate execution). More examples are given
below.

Dtl as well asDtlB are propositional, linear time temporal logics. As already
mentionedDtl is not more expressible thanDtlB, but it is more appropriate for
different kinds of communication specification in distributed systems including im-
mediate as well as deferred calling and execution. So far there is no proof system
for our logic. This is subject to further research. But nevertheless, since we have a
well-defined semantics we can proof semantically properties of the distributed sys-
tem. Since in a distributed system communication is the technique to exchange in-
formation, the interesting properties to be dealt with are those which involve several
concurrent objects. Requirements which basically depend on the communication be-
tween such objects are of major interest. Our logic provides a way to specify such
requirements. Moreover, it is still a linear temporal logic. Properties expected to
be analyzable are those which express specific protocols between objects, behavior
patterns in distributed systems, behavior that emerges when concurrent objects are
composed to systems, etc.



Example 4 (BankWorld axioms (contd)) With the help ofDtl the communication
axioms given inBankWorld are as follows:
immediate and deferred communication:
Banks(snd).[⊙Banks(snd).transfer(m,from,to,rcv)

⇒ ⊙Banks(rcv).receive(m,from,snd,to)],

Banks(snd).[⊙Banks(snd).transfer(m,from,to,rcv)
⇒ F Banks(rcv).[F ⊙Banks(rcv).receive(m,from,snd,to)]] ,

Banks(snd).[⊙Banks(snd).transfer(m,from,to,rcv)
⇒ Banks(rcv).[F ⊙Banks(rcv).receive(m,from,snd,to)]] ,

Banks(snd).[⊙Banks(snd).transfer(m,from,to,rcv)
⇒ F ⊙Banks(rcv).receive(m,from,snd,to)],

Banks(rcv).[⊙Banks(rcv).acknowledge(m,from,snd,to)
⇒ F ⊙ Banks(snd).receiveAckn(m,from,to,rcv)].

Dtl achieves its expressiveness by changing the local view in a temporal formula.
Though the logics does not explicitly talk about distribution, distributed systems are
formalizable.Dtl is by far more expressive than what we exploit to give semantics to
the four different communication styles in theTroll example. To give an idea of its
capability we present some formulae involving two distributed objects. We introduce
@u =̂ u.X? true (atu, locality) as an abbreviation. This means that there is currently
communication withu. Let i ,u ∈ Id (“I, you”) be object identities:
i .G(@u ⇒ X ϕ) whenever I talk to you, you haveϕ the next day
i .u.P ϕ I hear thatϕ was once valid for you
i .(ϕ ⇒ X @u) if ϕ is true, then I will talk to you tomorrow
i .u.X @i you tell me that you will contact me tomorrow

Dtl is semantically defined with the help of a non-interleaving model. In the
following section we briefly present event structure semantics and satisfaction of
Dtl.

4 EVENT STRUCTURE SEMANTICS

Interpretation structures forDtl are locally sequential labelled event structures (cf.
(Winskelet al. 1995) for event structures). In (Sassoneet al. 1993) a classification of
concurrency models is given and event structures are considered to be a fair choice
when a non-interleaving denotational model is needed. Single objects are modelled
by sequential labelled event structures. Models for single objects are sets of sequen-
tial life cycles where in each step a set of (component) actions may be performed.
This captures the intuition that objects have a state and perform actions changing
state.

Formally single objects are modelled by labelled sequential event structuresC =

(E, λ, P). A sequential event structureE = (Ev,→∗,#) consists of a set of events
e, a partial ordering→∗ (causality) and a symmetric and irreflexive binary relation



# (conflict). There is no concurrency in sequential event structures. The labelling
λ : Ev → P maps events to the state logicP, i.e., assertions about attribute values,
enabled and occurring actions, etc. Interpretation ofDtl will be given in life cycles.
A life cycle L of a sequential object is a maximal totally ordered sub-event structure
of E, i.e.,L is a sequence of events of a sequential object.

For modelling distributed systems, sequential event structures are composed con-
currently to form a locally sequential event structure, i.e., an union of sequential
event structures overlapping at shared interaction events. Thus, a possible system
run corresponds to a distributed life cycle, a concurrent composition of sequential
life cycles of system objects.

One of the main differences between sequential objects and concurrent systems
is that of concurrency. The concept of concurrency is derived in event structures.
Let E = (Ev,→∗,#) be an event structure. Two eventse,e

′
∈ Ev are concurrent,

e co e
′
, iff ¬(e →∗ e

′
∨ e

′
→∗ e)∧ ¬e#e′. A systemS of objectsi ∈ Id is a triple

S = (E, λ, P), whereCi = (Ei , λi , Pi ) ⊆ S is a local class of objecti in S.

As usual, models of a system specificationSysSpec= (6I ,8) are interpretation
structures satisfying the axioms.

Satisfaction ofDtl is locally defined. For a given system modelS we define sat-
isfaction of a formulae for a distributed life cycleL at a specific evente ∈ L.

Let S = (E, λ, P) be a system LetL i be a life cycle of objecti andL = L1∪· · ·∪

Ln be a distributed life cycle inS. Let e ∈ L be an event of the system. Satisfaction�i is locally defined for objecti . Letϕ,ψ ∈ H i , γ ∈ C j = D j .

S, L,e � i .ϕ holds iff e ∈ L i andS, L,e �i ϕ.

Let e ∈ L i :
S, L,e �i p holds iff λi (e) �Pi p,
S, L,e �i false does not hold,
S, L,e �i (ϕ ⇒ ψ) holds iff S, L,e �i ϕ impliesS, L,e �i ψ,
S, L,e �i (ϕ U ψ) holds iff there is a future evente′ ∈ L i , e →+ e′, where

S, L,e′ �i ψ holds, andS, L,e′′ �i ϕ holds for all
e′′ ∈ L i , e →+ e′′ →+ e′,

S, L,e �i (ψ S ϕ) holds iff there is a past evente′ ∈ L i , e′ →+ e, where
S, L,e′ �i ϕ holds, andS, L,e′′ �i ψ holds for all
e′′ ∈ L i , e′ →+ e′′ →+ e,

S, L,e �i j .γ holds iff e ∈ L j andS, L,e � j γ.

At an eventea communication formulae holds iff both objects are sharinge. Thus,
whenever the view is changed in a formulae it requires that the involved objects
communicate.

With an appropriate morphism concept for locally sequential event structures, the
model category of a specification has a final element that may serve as a canonical
semantics (Caleiro 1996).



5 IN-THE-LARGE SPECIFICATION

The power of our approach comes to fruition when dealing with in-the-large concepts
like inheritance, hiding and composition such as generalization and sequential and
concurrent aggregation (Ehrich 1996).

Relevant relationships between models are given by event structure morphisms
(Winskelet al. 1995). For example, semantic inheritance is modeled by event struc-
ture inclusion morphisms expressing that the inheriting object has obtained some of
the attributes and actions from the original one. Overriding is covered because event
structure morphisms are partial. Hiding, i.e., the relationships between objects and
their interfaces, generalized objects and their constituents, complex objects and their
components, etc. are also modeled by event structure morphisms.

Event structures and their morphisms form a categoryev. Sequential event struc-
tures and their (total) morphisms form a categoryevs. The main results are the fol-
lowing:

• ev is complete and has coproducts.
• evs is complete and cocomplete.
• Coproducts inevs coincide with those inev.
• These coproducts express generalization, i.e. alternative choice.
• Products inev express concurrent aggregation.
• Products inevs express sequential aggregation, i.e. component composition.

The coproduct construction is given in (Winskelet al. 1995). For products inev,
an elegant construction is given in (Vaandrager 1989). We are not aware that the
completeness and cocompleteness results have been published elsewhere. The con-
structions inevs are simple, though. Equalizers inev also have a simple construction.
Pullbacks may be utilized for modeling aggregation with sharing, e.g. event sharing
for handshake communication. Pushouts inevs may be utilized for modeling gener-
alized objects with shared constituents. Coequalizers inev do not exist in general but
there are interesting cases where they exist and may be utilized.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The theory outlined here is taking shape but is not complete, it has to be elaborated
and refined in several respects. For instance, in-the-large composition aspects have
to be worked out. The goal is to establish a high-level algebraic treatment and opti-
mization of concurrent systems construction.

Further research will focus on interaction and modularization concepts. A richer
spectrum of interaction concepts is needed, including asynchronous directed inter-
action. Investigations towards extending the theory to asynchronous communication
have been done in (Denkeret al. 1996). A modularization concept is needed provid-
ing generic building blocks with external and internal interfaces related by reifica-
tion. As for reification, cf. (Denker 1995).
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